
Film Industry Facts 

 

·         4,259 Full Time Permanent Jobs 

 

·         15,000 Part-Time Jobs 

 

·         $9.10 is what the industry spent in NC for every Tax dollar issued 

 

·         $1.21 is the tax revenue NC received for every Tax dollar issued 

 

·         75% of NC counties receive benefit from film industry 

 

·         4,046 jobs that will be lost if credit is not extended 

 
Proposed Changes  
 
Keep the current structure of the film credit program and remove the sunset to encourage industry job 
expansion and capital deployment. 
             
Increase the minimum spend requirement On Features and Television from $250,000 to $500,000, with 
program to continue at $250,000 for Commercial and Student projects. 
 

- This will increase the ROI to the State of North Carolina, by ensuring the state, higher paying jobs and 
ensuring Commercial Companies will NOT abandon North Carolina 

 
- GOAL: To eliminate “very low,” budget films from utilizing the film credit. These are low impact jobs with very 

low ROI, 
 
Establish prohibition on participation by late night talk shows, semi-scripted, and scripted live sports 
entertainment and reality television, 
 

- GOAL: Focus program on jobs that hire North Carolinians that pay good wages and benefits, 
 
Require productions and DoR to report detailed information to NCFO 
 

- GOAL: To better track the impact of the incentives in NC. 
 

- Proposed Change: Require submission and reporting related to: filming days by location, resident vs. non-
resident hiring, production names, daily hours worked (not just gross number of employees), and provide 
total audited costs to the state. 
 

- Impact: Would eliminate debate about how many NC full-time equivalent jobs are created as a result of the 
incentive and how much NC is actually paying each production for the credit, 

 
Require Productions to pay for the cost of the audit. 
 



- The cost to audit these films presently falls on DoR.  Each production should, against rebate to be paid from 
State, pay to the state, the cost of the audit, not to exceed, $55/per hour, per audit employee, 

 
Increase the loan-out withholding from 4% to 5.8%. 
 

- This will eliminate the loan out loophole and take the onus off the Department of Revenue to collect the 
additional withholding that is owed by loan-out corporations.  

  
“CAP” Production Services Companies Spend 
 

- A MAX of 5% of all goods and services may be acquired from “out of state” sources.  
 

- GOAL: Increase small business opportunities in NC.  
  
Eliminate productions from taking any other NC Tax Credits if they chose to claim the North Carolina Film 
Credit. 
 

- Make all production companies that utilize the production tax credit that do business in NC are to be 
“ineligible” to take advantage of other tax expenditures available through current tax law.  This would apply 
solely to the production entity making the film and not affiliates or other corporate entities. 

 
Include a Marketing and Promotion qualifier to claim the credit.   
 

- North Carolina Branding: Inclusion of North Carolina logo including visitnc.com within the film credits and 
also on trailer (trailer may be an A/B part). This would be in addition to reference to the North Carolina Film 
Office and/or ncfilm.com.  

 
- Credit Roll: NC Logo after above-the-line credits, prior to below-the-line credits and a minimum of 8 seconds 

of screen time. 
 

- All marketing opportunities are shared with the regional film office where the production was filmed. 
 

Information by Locke Foundation is incorrect and below are the facts… 

 Industry provides employment to over 4,000 NC residents and 15,000 part-time jobs.  Employers 
provide fully funded health insurance plans and pensions. Industry wages begin at $25/hour to upwards 
of $50/hour. Workers are employed 12-15 hours/day, 5-6 days/week. Critics using wrong NAICS code.  

 Companies from everywhere are recruited to do business in NC. Outside money comes to NC, spent 
with local vendors & employees, and generates NC tax revenue before company files for incentive 
payment.  

 All spending has to occur in NC to qualify. Online purchases do not qualify; they must secure all goods 
from NC based companies including NC production services companies.  

 $9.10 is what the industry spent in NC for every tax dollar issued. $1.21 is the tax revenue NC received 
for every tax dollar issued.  

 81 NC Counties benefit from NC film industry. Impacts both metro and rural areas, both east and west.   
 

http://visitnc.com/
http://ncfilm.com/

